
PART 1: Ethan 

Dodo opened his eyes. He was out at sea. The lightning struck ferociously, 

aiming at the boat as it was tossed playfully around in the waves. Seasick, 

Dodo eyed his surroundings. All he saw was the ocean. He shivered with 

cold and fright, and then realized that he didn’t remember anything! All he 

knew was that he had to find land. He could see that he was being swept 

mercilessly toward the horizon line, and had to turn around. The boat was 

empty, except for a single paddle that was surprisingly heavy when he 

heaved it over the side. It was immediately ripped from his hands. He had 

almost no hope left now. 

He desperately tried to fall asleep, to run away from the suffering, but the 

waves helped make Dodo extra cold, soaking him and nearly flipping the 

boat. Then he saw the Tsunami. There was nothing he could do, except 

brace himself for the incoming attack. Then it hit. 

Dodo opened his eyes. He was out at sea, in the still, calm water. A win 

was wiggling towards him. Dazed, he took a deep breath. Shark! The 

realization suddenly hit him and he desperately doggy–paddled across the 

vast sea, panting with the breath, adrenaline rushing through him. The 

shark leapt out, a fish squirming between its glistening jaws. Dodo sighed 

with relief. He would stay alive. “Honk!” He heard a beep. Then a massive 

cruise liner came into view. He couldn’t escape. The cruise was way too 

big. This could save him, but he was too small. Then Dodo saw the shark 

fin again! An idea popped into his mind. He wasn’t big enough to attract 

anyone on the cruise. But the shark could. 

Dodo could now see the ship was RMS Caparthia, as it came into view. 

Suddenly it gained speed. Now all hope was drained from Dodo as he 

bobbed helplessly in the water. Then the ship stopped. A ring was thrown 

out, and he was pulled to safety. “Must be another survivor of the Titanic.” 

He heard. Titanic. That word sounded familiar, but Dodo was too tired and 

freezing to care. He was safe. 

This narrative is well crafted and has all the crucial characteristics to write a short story. You may work 

on a few elements to make it even better, you must add a narrative description of this picture and the 

atmosphere being created. 

Overall you did simply amazing but you can spice up the writing by utilising some exaggerated adjectives 

and high-energy verbs. Hope you find this feedback constructive! Keep up the good work! 
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